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Coleman
Instant Up 4P Gold Evo Tent
$349.00

Details

With a quick-pitch design, quality fabrics and the option to
add more shade and liveability, the Instant Up 4P Gold Evo
Tent from Coleman makes family camping easy.

The integrated frame making setting this tent up a breeze as
all you need to do is lay it down, spread out the arms, extend
the poles out from the hub until it locks into place, and pop on
the fly. It's got a front awning that provides a small amount of
shelter at the entrance to the tent, or you can attach a
separately available EVO shade awning which also connects
to an additional 3x3m Coleman Lighted Instant Up Gazebo
so you can relax with more undercover protection. This
model has ultra-fine mesh floor level vents and windows
throughout the tent for airflow as well as internally adjustable
window screens to keep you warm and allow for privacy.

To protect you from the ground underneath there's a heavy-
duty Poly-Oxford PVC floor, and to create a comfy and
organised campsite there's an internal storage hammock plus
pockets, power cord facilities and a handy welcome mat
included. Providing the optimal balance between functionality
and strength, this versatile tent will give you reliable shelter
for your outdoor adventures.

Quick pitch all-in-one frame
Compatible with separately available zip on 4P Gold Heat
Shield Awning
Front door awning with Velcro for attachment to additional
Coleman Gazebo
Privacy screens inside windows
Floor level vents with flaps
Includes 2 x awning poles, pegs and heavy-duty carry bag

Specifications

Snowys Code: 148816

Supplier Code: 2125968

Season: 2-3

Sleeping Capacity: 4 Person

Recommended
Capacity:

3 Person

Sleeping Area: 230L x 230W cm

External Dimensions: 310L x 240W cm

Packed Dimensions: 112L x 26W x 26H cm

Weight: 14.6 Kg

Max. Head Height: 190 cm

Material: 75D 185T Ripstop Polyester Fly

Inner Material: Polyester

Floor Material: 420D Polyoxford PVC

Frame Material: Steel

Waterhead Rating: Fly 3000mm | Floor Not Specified by
Coleman

Warranty: 2 Year
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